GENERAL INFORMATION
This accessory kit contains a condensate neutralizer material. It is to be used in applications where there are concerns on the acidic level of condensate draining from a condensing gas furnace and will lower the acidic level of the condensate.

The tube is 2” ID PVC tube, approximately 14” long with a cap on both ends. Each end has a barbed hose connection in the center of the cap (See pictures).

Mount the neutralizer tube in a solid position, horizontally on or near the furnace. It must be mounted higher than the condensate pump or drain level. Use 1/2” ID vinyl tubing (not included) to connect from the condensate trap to the neutralizer tube and then from the neutralizer tube to the drain.

The neutralizer tube contains 1 lb. of #8 Calcium Carbonate rock filter material and should be changed on a yearly basis, part number S1-02630228000.
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